A model of morphogenetic pattern formation.
A model for the morphogenetic movement of surfaces composed of cellular monolayers is proposed. The cells are presumed joined at their lateral surfaces. An otherwise unspecified substance called a "morphogen" is introduced which is the agent of change in the individual cell (or cell-like region). The distribution of these cellular deformations define a surface (the middle surface, through the middle of the cell heights) via equations given for the Gauss and Mean curvatures of the surface defined at each point. The Gauss curvature as a function of the morphogen level determines the metric of the surface "g(u, v)" in conformal co-ordinates u, v. A unique equation for the morphogen distribution over the survace is presented which has the property of size invariance, that is, the model "regulates" without need of further arguments. The two resulting coupled equations for the metric and the morphogen, eqns (4) and (2), both non-linear equations, are to be solved self-consistently, once the individual cell deformation as a function of morphogen is given. The surface geometry determines the morphogen distribution, and the morphogen distribution in turn affects the surface geometry. Extension of the model to two or more morphogens is straightforward, and the key property of "regulation" or size invariance of the model is retained. Numerical integration of the two coupled equations is carried out in the case of axial symmetry, and the results presented by the case that individual cells deform by changing the ratio of their apical to basal areas, as well as their heights. Gastrulation in small regulating holoblastic eggs (e.g. starfish, sea urchin and amphioxus) is discussed in light of the present model.